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poetry for punks is an emo band from Los Angeles that I found when I was looking through new releases on bandcamp. From what I have gathered, Chronic Akrasia, is his first album. The definition of akrasia is the state of mind in which someone acts against their better judgment through weakness of will. How emo! The album is six tracks, and a brisk 13 minutes of low-fi, acoustic, crooning, bedroom emo. This album is the audible equivalence of the thoughts that go through your mind while listening to Elliott Smith alone on a rainy night. The song structure is relatively simplistic, he uses almost exclusively an acoustic guitar, and the lyrics are extremely melancholy and straight forward, as you would expect from an emo record of this caliber. Overall, this album is just okay, however its ability to capture the feelings of the listener are worth giving it a listen. It’s curt, mopey, and low-fi. If that peaks you interest defiantly check it out.

Sounds Like:
a teenager emulating Elliott Smith's saddest song
Sounds Like:
XXXTENTACION
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Come dance with me
Sweetheart
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- Acoustic [1]
- Alt [2]
- bedroom alt [3]
- emo [4]
- low-fi [5]